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 Radiation therapy treatment goals:
1. Deliver prescribed dose to the tumor volume
2. Minimize dose to surrounding healthy tissues

 Static assumption:

 Encompassing method:

 Tracking method:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of radiation therapy is to deliver the prescription dose to the target, or tumor, and minimize the dose to the rest of the healthy tissueIdeally, we deliver no dose to the healthy tissuesWhen there is respiratory motion such as lung cancer patients , there is uncertainty in where the tumor actually is, therefore uncertainty in where the radiation should be deliveredThere are a few ways we can manage this motion:Static / Idealistic case: We assume the tumor doesn’t move; or that the patient doesn’t breathe. This is not what is actually happening so this assumption will lead to underdosing the tumor and giving too much radiation to healthy tissueEncompassing case: deliver dose to anywhere the tumor could be during the motionThis achieves the first goal of treating the entire tumor, but fails the second goal because we would be treating too much healthy tissueTracking: This also achieves both goals



 Build a predictive model of motion using:
 Infrared camera  monitor phase of breathing (continuous)
 X-ray images  monitor tumor position periodically (3-5 s)

 Adjust the collimation of the radiation in real-time 
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Presentation Notes
How does the Raixact linear accelerator track motion?The first part is:   an infrared camera and an LED on the patients chest to monitor the phase of the patients breathing cycle, allowing them to breathe freely during the treatmentThe second part is: periodic x-ray images to monitor the tumor positionWe then have a predictive model of the tumor motion based on phase and position informationAnd we steer the radiation in real time during the treatment delivery



 Setup: 
 Realistic patient motion
 Deliver the treatment to the measurement phantom

 Results:
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 Conclusion:
 Works with tumor motion up to 25 mm
 Locates tumor within 1.5 mm
 Radixact motion tracking reduces the 

impact of motion on dose delivery
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this work, weModeled reaslistic 3D tumor motionAnd delivered the treatment to a measurement phantom (shown on the right)Which allows us to predict the resulting patient dose, shown on the bottom leftThe red outline is the tumor volumeAnything yellow and above will kill the tumorWithout trackingYou can see half of the tumor doesn’t receive enough dose to kill the tumorAnd that radiation would go to other healthy tissuesWhen we used radixact motion trackingEverything in the tumor receives enough radiation to kill the tumorAnd doesn’t deliver too much dose to healthy tissueWe investigated the use of motion tracking for a variety of patient casesWorks for tumor motion that is 2.5 cm in magnitude or lessFor all cases investigated, tracking showed a positive outcome Which means we can be more confident in what we are delivering to the patient
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